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Rep. Mary Williams to Introduce Bill to Repeal State Budget Changes to
Prevailing Wage Law

Williams:  Would Reduce Costs for Local Governments and Help Construction Workers Find
Jobs

Representative Mary Williams (R-Medford) announced that she will be introducing a bill to repeal the changes
made to Wisconsin’s prevailing wage law in the recent state budget.  Williams says the bill would help more
construction workers find jobs while reducing costs for local governments.

“People in my district are telling me the changes to Wisconsin’s prevailing wage law have done more harm than
good by taking away job opportunities for them,” Williams said.  “Repealing the law will break down some of the
barriers that are preventing many people in the construction industry from finding work.”

As a result of the recent state budget, public projects that cost over $25,000 are now subject to prevailing wage
requirements.   These requirements set mandatory wages for jobs based on what a majority of jobs in a given area
have paid for the work.  Williams says those requirements can drive up costs to well over what some of her local
governments can afford to pay for a project, leading some projects to be abandoned.

“Before, a local government could go to a contractor and say they had $30,000 to do a project.  Then the
contractor could find people who were willing to work for a wage they thought was fine,” said Williams.  “But
now the law tells them it doesn’t care what they think.  You can’t do that work unless you pay your flagger $30
per hour, for instance.  And they can’t afford that so they scrap the project; now everybody loses.”

Additionally, Williams says it can often be a cumbersome process determining the prevailing wage for work in
rural areas where there is insufficient wage data.  This has led DWD to sometimes set a wage based on nearby
counties or even data from the rest of the state.

“Before the budget passed we were already warning other legislators about the negative effects the changes would
have,” said Williams, who voted against the budget that changed the prevailing wage law.  “And now that it’s
gone into effect, we’ve seen the warnings come true.  I think we need other legislators to recognize it’s been a bad
thing and reverse course as soon as possible.”

Williams says she has already seen a positive response from many people and hopes she will pick up
enough support to get the law repealed.
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